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Abstract—Electronic displays and digital signage have be-
come ubiquitous over the years, and we view or interact
with them on a daily basis. With the emergence of cloud
computing and web technologies, electronic displays can be
connected directly to cloud services from which they retrieve
both configuration commands and HTML5 content. Cloud-
based management makes it easy to update the displays, and
the use of standard web languages enables rapid development
of new dynamic applications. However, the remote manage-
ment aspects and scalability from small personal deployments
upwards have received limited attention in the literature. To
this regard, our major contributions are the collection of
requirements from actual digital signage deployments and
the design of a system that encompasses all the different
phases involved in the related lifecycle. We specifically design,
implement and evaluate a flexible and user-friendly digital
signage management system.

Keywords-Digital signage; electronic displays; requirements;
management; lifecycle; web; HTML5; cloud.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic displays and digital signage are a perfect ex-
ample of technologies that have disappeared into our daily
lives, following Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous com-
puting [1]. In fact, they have become such a pervasive part
of our environment and surroundings that we are no longer
conscious when we use them. Indeed, public, semi-public
and private spaces – such as shops, airports, streets, offices,
classrooms and homes – are increasingly relying on digital
signs for disseminating information. Depending on the con-
text of their deployment, the content may vary from official
information to advertising and from entertainment and art to
personal communication. State-of-the-art technologies such
as digital paper [2] and wireless charging [3] are seeing rapid
commercialization that is not only helping to push down the
cost, but also broaden the range of display sizes and improve
their power efficiency. One typical application is information
displays at airports and other transport stations where central
management of the display content ensures that it is always
up to date. Yet the same locations are still full of printed
signs and advertisements, many of which would benefit from
being digitalized, dynamically updated and re-purposed, and
managed over wireless networks. It can be expected that
many of them will soon be converted to an electronic format.

The methods used for fetching and showing content

Figure 1: Cloud-based wireless displays

on these ubiquitous electronic displays have evolved over
the years. Large screens wired to a general-purpose mi-
crocomputer have been superseded by network-connected
media players attached to displays. The current and the
future generation of ubiquitous smart displays have direct
connectivity to the network and to the cloud from where they
fetch the content. The related architecture is illustrated in
Figure 1. These displays are uniformly IP-based and mostly
use WiFi or similar wireless standards for network access.
Using existing or shared multi-purpose networks reduces
the deployment and maintenance costs. Smart displays do
not need an external media player or computer, which
further lowers hardware costs and the related energy con-
sumption. The displays are moving from proprietary player
technologies such as the Adobe Flash platform to standards-
compliant web browsers that show rich HTML5 content.
While connecting displays directly to the cloud has been
investigated by the research community in the past [4, 5],
only recently have cloud-connected displays started to see
commercial deployment [6].

In this article, we build a remote management system
for such cloud-connected displays. Our goal is to design
a simple and easy-to-use management system with focus on
users and staff that have limited knowledge of technology
and on deployments that scale from a single display to
thousands. The management system is implemented as a
cloud application that can be made available as a service.
We believe that, as these new electronic displays replace
functions previously served by paper and ink, even bulletins,
posters and sticky notes will move to a digital format.
Therefore, our goal is to allow individuals to install and
manage any number of displays with minimal administrative



overhead and no special training. Even though there have
been some commercial deployments of management systems
for digital signage, there has been limited research into the
actual requirements and challenges faced by an average user
of these management systems. To this regard, our major
contributions are the collection of requirements from actual
digital signage deployments and the design of a system that
encompasses all the different phases involved in the related
lifecycle, with focus on monitoring and management.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
overviews the relevant related work. Section III presents our
requirement analysis and the main design principles behind
our solution. Section IV details our implementation and
Section V discusses some other aspects worth mentioning.
Lastly, Section VI draws some concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

Several network management protocols, such as the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [7], exist
and could be employed for managing displays. However,
these protocols were designed for network administrators
to monitor, track and control network nodes. For instance,
SNMP provides read and write functions to re-configure IP
addresses, collect information on how much bandwidth is
being used, store error reports into a log, and many other
configurable options. In order to perform these tasks, SNMP
relies on a Management Information Base (MIB) containing
structured objects with unique identifiers for every network
node that is managed. Needless to say, these parameters are
not something that an everyday owner of ubiquitous displays
would be interested in tweaking. An average user does not
manage personal devices such laptops, tablets, smart watches
for network parameters and therefore it is natural to assume
the same for display devices.

One of the most important aspects of the display that
users want to control is the content, i.e. what is shown
on the display at any given time. Clearly, existing Content
Management System (CMS) tools for the web are not ap-
propriate. Many of them are too complex for the typical user
audience. Back in 2006, Storz et al. [8] had observed that
managing content for ubiquitous displays is a considerable
task for which tools available to them were poorly suited.
They did not find a CMS suitable for ubicomp deployments,
even after examining systems from both the broadcast and
web communities.

Sugiura et al. [9] designed a distributed digital signage
system for multimedia content called InfoShare. Specifically,
they provided a relatively simple management interface
allowing users to select the location and content that needs
to be shown on different displays. The user can choose
from plain text, XAML, image or video content and can
also specify the time duration for which the content will
be displayed. Once any content gets published, the users
can remove or edit it at any time through the management

interface. While we were indeed inspired by their solution,
we found that it was lacking options for remote access
and identified all the displays in the system with integer
numbers. Such an approach is not ideal as the users would
need to remember the unique identifier for every display
that they own to perform any management tasks. Clinch et
al. [10] discussed the requirements, the design principles
and the implementation of an application store for open
display networks. Even though their solution is web-based
and capable of supporting several applications, the focus of
the work is on scheduling the content shown by the displays
as well on developer support, including analytics and billing.
In contrast, we specifically targeted the configuration and
management of digital signage during their lifecycle.

Lindén et al. [11] developed a web system for managing
the screen real-estate. They implemented a framework that
facilitates dynamic partitioning of the area on a display
into several virtual screens assigned to multiple concurrent
web applications. The authors use a resource manager to
feed in the content and a layout manager that decides
how the multiple content applications should be displayed
on the screen. However, the authors rely on an external
digital signage system for creating and uploading the content
playlist to the resource manager. Similarly, Kuikkaniemi et
al. [12] pre-loaded content to be shown on walk-up-and-use
displays through a special component. While the details are
not elaborated, it appears that these systems are designed
for infrequent re-configuration and content updates that are
handled by professionals skilled in performing these tasks.

Heikkinen et al. [13] have discussed aspects related to
remote monitoring and management in the context of a long-
term deployment of pervasive displays. In particular, their
system employed the Nagios software to collect the state
of different resources at the displays, including memory and
CPU usage as well as network connectivity. However, such a
solution was found more useful for profiling and debugging
purposes rather than for detecting actual failures. Similarly,
Friday et al. [14] have presented the lessons learned from
a long-term experimental deployment of public displays,
including maintenance. However, their focus was more on
interactive applications rather than on the digital signage
scenario we target in this paper.

There are also several commercial digital signage man-
agement systems that are currently available on the market.
For instance, the BroadSign digital signage management
system [15] provides templates for creating content and
automatic scheduling of content playlists. They also provide
additional functionality of adding or removing content based
on external conditions such as weather, traffic status and
GPS location. A wide range of formats for audio, video
and static content is supported. Finally, their system can
also split the display area into many zones similar to the
Lindén et al. screen real-estate management framework.
The BroadSign management system represents a typical



commercial offering with extensive features, most of which
can be troublesome for an average user.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

In the following, we present the motivation for and the
design principles of our solution. We start by analyzing the
requirements we have collected from actual deployments of
digital signage in different scenarios. We then illustrate the
different phases of a digital signage lifecycle, with specific
reference to aspects of administration and management. We
finally detail our design choices for the different phases of
the deployment.

Before proceeding further, we would like to recall that our
management system is tailored to displays that are small,
inexpensive and directly connected to the wireless network
and to the cloud through a wireless communication technol-
ogy. These displays use a standard web browser engine for
rendering HTML5 content. Even though electronic displays
may be typically owned and managed by a single user, in the
rest of this article we will rather focus on enterprise settings
as they are the most demanding in terms of their required
functionalities.

A. Analysis of Requirements

We have collected requirements about digital signage
systems from different deployments. They included not
only experimental system used at universities and research
centers, but also solutions deployed in enterprises including
hospitals, business parks, facility companies, and govern-
ment agencies. Some of the requirements were explicitly
pointed out by the stakeholders, others emerged from the
product support of long-term digital sign deployments. We
summarize the most important ones for our study below.
Flexibility. Digital signage deployments are long-lasting,
with a target lifetime of several years. During this timeframe,
there may be different changes to the organization adopting
the system, ranging from a change of brand, to renovations
of the facilities, or even relocation to a different area. The
digital signage system should be flexible in handling such
organizational and physical changes, in the sense that it
has to be easily reconfigured. Here, reconfiguration does
not involve only content or software updates, but rather
encompasses the entire lifecycle of a digital signage. For
instance, a wireless display deployed in one building may
need to be moved to another one, possibly provided with
a different network configuration, following a company
relocation. Thus, the display needs to be removed from the
first physical location and network, moved to the target ones
and re-configured with the new operating parameters.
Customization. Organizations have their own peculiarities
and features that need to be reflected in the digital signage
system. Among them, each device can identify spaces with
different levels of granularity. For instance, digital signs
can be associated with desks in offices adopting shared
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Figure 2: Lifecycle of a digital sign

spaces; they can be linked to a bed in a hospital. The
information system of such an environment may have a
peculiar identification system that has to be followed by the
digital signage system.
Direct control. After introducing a digital signage system,
many organizations have realized that it has become an
asset for their services and workflow. Consequently, they
are becoming more and more reluctant to outsource the
management of the displays to external companies. They are
willing, instead, to have their own employees1 to administer
their system. In order to do so, however, the management
and monitoring functions have to be user-friendly, thus easy
to use for untrained and non-technical personnel.

B. Lifecycle of a Digital Signage

Every display in a digital signage system has an associated
lifecycle, as illustrated by Figure 2. Such a lifecycle begins
when the display is manufactured. Thereafter, the display
is installed and commissioned for network access by an
installer. Depending on the deployment scenario, the installer
may be the manufacturer, the end user, or some third party
(e.g., a facility manager or janitor). In particular, our system
design and the underlying protocols allow users to install
their displays themselves.

After the display has been powered on, it enters the
bootstrapping phase during which it is initially configured
and associated (i.e., registered) to a certain cloud service,
namely, the content provider. Once the display has been
bootstrapped with a network and a cloud connection, it
enters the operational state and is under the control of
the owner. During this phase, the owner performs various
management tasks, such as updating what is shown on
the display. The display remains in the operational phase
until it is finally de-commissioned and removed from the
network. However, it is possible that the removed device is
re-commissioned in a new network under a different owner,
thus, starting the lifecycle back from the bootstrapping
phase. Since the bootstrapping and operational phases are
inter-related and are performed by the users themselves, we
design the management system by taking into account both
these phases.

1For instance, one company – after using our digital signage solution
for two years – has explicitly asked us to provide them with additional
modules, so that its employees could configure and manage the system
themselves.



Figure 3: Management interface

C. Design Considerations

To explain our system design and the rationale behind it,
we pick a concrete use-case scenario: Soili is a university
secretary and she is taking care of a department corridor
containing electronic displays as door signs for employees.
Soili is responsible for managing these displays and for
updating their content according to the requests from the
employees. For instance, the displays may be used to show
the calendar of employees, their current status (e.g., busy
or away, and eventually their location), or an advertisement
for an open research position. We next detail the relevant
phases of the digital signage lifecycle.

1) Display Registration: Going back to our use case, let
us assume that a new employee has joined the department
and that Soili has ordered a new display accordingly. After
the display is delivered to the department, the janitor hangs
it on the wall next to the office door and powers it up,
eventually by connecting the device to a power supply if
necessary. Once the display is on, Soili provides it with
the necessary configuration parameters for connecting to the
Internet and to the intended cloud service provider. Such a
cloud service will provide the management interface for the
display. Then, Soili may also select the initial content to be
shown by the display.

While a wired display could automatically connect to the
Internet, wireless device requires some preliminary config-
uration to obtain connectivity. This configuration may only
need a 2D tag such as a Quick Response (QR) code [16].
Alternatively, the SSID and the password of the appropriate
wireless access point may be entered manually.

Once the display has Internet access, it will still need to
authenticate and register itself with the cloud service. This
again may be done manually by pointing the web browser to
the correct Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and entering
the username and password or automatically by scanning
a QR code [17]. Our management system is agnostic to
the bootstrapping solution that is used for providing the
displays with all necessary security and network credentials.
However, we expect that, during this registration process, the
unique identity (i.e., the MAC address or a cryptographic

(a) (b)

Figure 4: The display configuration wizard in [17]. The
user can enter (a) a textual description and a picture of the
display as well as (b) its location as part of the bootstrapping
process.

public-key identity) of the display is communicated to the
management service running in the cloud. As a part of this
bootstrapping process, the user is also encouraged to enter
some contextual information about the display that is useful
for management purposes. The relevant contextual metadata
include a textual description of the display, its purpose
and location, and an illustrative photo. As an example,
Figure 4 shows the interface presented to the user by the
bootstrapping solution realized in [17]. Finally, when this
bootstrapping process is over, the display shows the default
page received from the cloud service and the user is able to
redirect it to the actual content.

2) Management Interface: The management interface is
web-based and is realized as a scalable cloud service where
users and organizations can sign up for accounts. The num-
ber of displays belonging to each user account is currently
small but we expect it to grow to thousands and beyond
for some users. The same service should eventually be able
to scale from small experimental and home deployments
to organizations with very large numbers of displays. The
focus of our current implementation has been on finding the
minimal set of universally required management features.

Continuing on the reference use case, Soili returns to



her office and logs into the online management dashboard
shown in Figure 3. Every display is uniquely identified by
its MAC address or a cryptographic key fingerprint. As it
is difficult or even impossible for a user to remember such
information, we exploit various of metadata to help users
to recall and identify the display. As mentioned earlier,
this metadata includes a textual description and a picture
of the display. In our example, Soili has already entered a
descriptive text for three displays during the bootstrapping
phase by adding the employees’ names to the description
of the corresponding displays. She has also taken a picture
of the devices, which makes it easier for her to identify
and distinguish the displays based on visual memory. This
information is readily shown in the dashboard.

As for location, the user can geotag the display while
bootstrapping it. Even though this may not help in locating
the displays deployed indoors, geographic coordinates may
be useful in distinguishing between different buildings, e.g.,
on a university campus. Our cloud backend can also guess
the location of a display purely based on its IP address,
thereby not requiring any explicit action from the user. The
location information is provided in the management interface
as a link to a location service such as Google Maps.

The user can modify the metadata associated to a certain
display at any time from within the management interface.
For instance, Soili can update the textual description after
the display has already been bootstrapped and a typing error
is discovered. This feature is useful since users can make
mistakes during the bootstrapping process and may need to
update the information later.

3) Content Selection: Directing displays to the desired
content is perhaps the most important feature for any display
management system. As apparent from our management
interface, the user is provided with a simple dropdown menu
from which pre-configured content can be selected. The
default choices include weather, news, as well as other URLs
and files. The user can choose an arbitrary URL or a file to
be shown through the advanced configuration button next
to the dropdown list in Figure 3. When a user uploads a
new file that needs to be shown on a particular display, our
cloud backend saves this file as a new resource and assigns
it an addressable URL in the REST API. The display always
points its browser to the most recent URL received from the
cloud backend.

Consequently, a display can be instructed to fetch its
content from any web page or web application. The con-
tent is typically hosted on a cloud server other than the
management one. We use standard HTML5 for rendering
content to the web browser engine on the display, and most
of the well-known video, audio and textual formats are
already supported by modern browsers. Moreover, while our
current system is aimed mainly at showing static or dynamic
content, it is technically possible for a web application to
exploit interactive features such as a touch screen or a

camera built into the display. In our use case, Soili configures
Ben’s corridor display to show his public calendar; she
selects an out-of-office notice for Alex’s display, instead.

4) Remote Monitoring: Since we rely on HTML5 content
that is directly rendered by the smart display, the related
software (i.e., a modern web browser engine) may need to
be updated or may crash, thus requiring a manual restart.
Therefore, it is necessary to give users a remote monitoring
option to perform such tasks. All the related functions
should be web-based and should work without the need
for installing browser add-ons. Our management interface
provides low-level access to the display operating system
through a URL unique to each registered display. The user
can simply click on it and access the remote operating
system to perform simple management operations such as
restarts and software updates.

It is worth emphasizing that it is of paramount importance
to perform monitoring at different levels. Local network
connectivity, including correct initialization of IP addresses
and the reachability of the default gateway, is the first
step to ensure proper functioning. Once local networking is
successfully tested, remote connections such as Secure Shell
and Virtual Private Network need to be verified. Besides, the
correct functioning of the application running at the digital
sign has to be ensured at all times. This can be accomplished
by periodically checking that the Internet browser is active in
full-screen mode and is actually running in the foreground.
Detected issues should be presented to the user in an easy-
to-understand language and well-defined procedures should
be provided to identify the actual problems. The availability
of remote connection also allows external actors (such as a
helpdesk) to diagnose and solve the problems.

In the less common scenario in which the display has
completely lost connectivity and cannot be remotely ac-
cessed any more, the user will have to reset the display
by pressing a physical button (e.g., the power button). In
extreme cases, the display may have to be registered afresh.
Nevertheless, it is important to minimize the need for on-site
maintenance, and we therefore implement remote control at
different levels, from URL redirection to remote desktop
and secure shell access. In closed networks, remote hard
resets can also be accomplished, especially if the display is
deployed with Power over Ethernet.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation involves software running on the
display and in the cloud. We utilize several different tools
and programming languages for implementing the different
aspects of our management system. The related details are
explained next.

A. Bootstrapping

For bootstrapping the displays and initiating a connection
with both the WiFi network and the cloud service, we used



the solution previously developed by us [17]. Accordingly,
the display shows a dynamic QR code which, when scanned
by the user with a camera phone, allows automatic con-
figuration of the wireless network and establishes a secure
connection with the cloud service. This is accomplished by a
long-term trust relation that is configured between the cloud
service and the wireless access network.

We employed Linux-based devices as the smart displays,
and we have extended the Linux wpa supplicant pack-
age [18] to implement the Secure Display Initialization EAP
method (EAP-SDI). We also run a modified version of
hostapd [19] in the RADIUS [20] server hosted as part of
our cloud service. The user simply needs to press the power
button on a new display and scan a QR code to both receive
Internet access for the display and to securely connect it to
the cloud service. For scanning the QR code and entering
details such as the bootstrapping location, textual description
and an image of the display with its surroundings, we
provide the user with the mobile friendly web interface
shown in Figure 4. This web interface is implemented
with HTML5 and the jQuery mobile framework [21] to
provide a mobile-friendly, responsive and rich interface.
This web application is organized as a “wizard” in order to
guide the user through the different phases involved in the
configuration of the display. A python script on the display
is responsible for searching the networks, running the EAP
method in the background and starting the browser to show
the QR code and the content.

A minimal one-time network configuration to create the
long-term trust relation between the RADIUS server in the
cloud and the local wireless infrastructure is needed. This
could be done by the user or a professional. For instance, in
our use-case scenario, the university IT department has taken
care of this configuration once. Home network users and
other small installations can perform the relatively simple
configuration of the RADIUS functionality on their local
servers or gateway devices by themselves. It is important
to recall that establishing the initial trust relation is only
a one-time configuration; it enables all future displays that
join the network to be managed. However, this is not
absolutely necessary and the user may also enter the SSID
and password manually for every display to obtain network
access. The user may also manually configure the “home
page” of the browser engine in the display to point to
the right cloud service and, finally, enter a username and
password to authenticate this display for the access to the
cloud service.

B. Management Interface

We currently use the SQLite [22] database server running
in our cloud infrastructure to store all the information about
the users’ displays. This database is automatically populated
with all the information made available by the bootstrapping
phase. Thus, when a user installs and connects a new display

with the cloud service, its unique identifier is automatically
received and a new entry is created in the database. Optional
information, such as the picture of the display and its
location, are also added to the database when provided by
the user. The management webpage is implemented with
HTML5 and the jQuery mobile framework to allow users to
access the management service from mobile devices. We use
the jQuery short polling technique for updating the displays
shown on the management interface.

The python script on the display that is responsible
for searching for networks also regularly polls the cloud
backend after successful connection to the Internet. This
approach is necessary to check if the database has been
updated with a new URL to be shown on the display. If
the retrieved URL does not match the one currently being
shown, the user intends to change the content. Thus, the
python script re-directs the browser to the newly received
URL. We do not perform a server push to keep the server-
side implementation on the cloud-backend simple and save
resources when monitoring database updates. Finally, we do
not provide means for creating content playlists as users can
already build them on existing services such as Youtube,
Spotify, SlideShare, and several professional advertising
playlist servers. Our management servers can integrate with
these playlist services and other applications by simply
pointing the content URL to them.

C. Remote Monitoring

Whenever a new display is authenticated to the cloud
service, either by using the new EAP method or by manually
entering the username and password, a shared secret is
established between the display and the cloud [17]. Using
this shared secret, we further derive two additional keys.

The first key is used to set up a Secure Shell (SSH) [23]
tunnel from the display to the cloud. This is necessary as
often the displays are located behind a Network Address
Translator (NAT), therefore a connection in the reverse
direction is not possible. This SSH tunnel provides security
for the administrative access between the display and the
cloud. The SSH tunnel is used for the lowest level of ad-
ministrative shell access to the Linux-based display device,
and it is intended to be used only for emergency remote
software updates and reconfiguration. Most users will never
need access on the shell level and may prefer to physically
access the display device for major updates. However, when
the number of displays grows and they are geographically
distributed, it will become important to avoid physical access
for even exceptional administrative processes. The tunnel
also enables graphical monitoring of the displayed content,
as explained next.

The second key is used to run a secure Virtual Network
Connection (VNC) server on the display so as to allow low-
level remote access and control for authenticated clients.
In our implementation, we run the x11vnc [24] server on



the display. The SSH tunnel set up previously uses port
forwarding to allow the cloud to connect to the x11vnc
server on the display. In order to allow users logged into
the management dashboard to have remote access to the
displays directly from their browsers, we use the noVNC [25]
browser-based VNC client. noVNC client uses standard
HTML5 technologies such as WebSocket [26] and canvas,
allowing it to be functional on most modern standard and
mobile browsers such as Firefox, Chrome and Safari. As
the noVNC client relies on WebSocket which is not natively
supported by the x11vnc server, we run the websockify [27]
WebSocket proxy in our cloud infrastructure. This proxy
translates WebSocket connections coming from the noVNC
client (at the user’s browser) to regular socket traffic towards
the x11vnc server on the display. Thus, the connection
between the cloud and the display is protected over SSH
while the connection between the cloud and the user’s
browser on any device is protected with HTTPS username
and password. The management interface provides a unique
URL link for every managed display. This unique URL
already embeds the credentials for accessing the x11vnc
server; the user can get remote access by simply clicking
on the URL once logged in on the cloud-based signage
management service.

V. DISCUSSION

Even though our solution is cloud-based, this does not
necessarily imply that the service has to be hosted in a public
cloud accessed through the Internet. In many organizational
contexts, security policies or simply a lack of trust in the
cloud delivery model prevent such a deployment scenario.
Indeed, a private cloud deployed within the enterprise net-
work of the organization adopting the digital signage system
would work as well. It is worth mentioning that the private
cloud infrastructure within the premises of an enterprise
does not need to be a full-fledged data center with powerful
compute servers. In many situations, a rack or just a physical
machine with virtualization capabilities are enough. Clearly,
this deployment may limit the scalability of the service.
However, it may be the only solution when the target
deployment scenario requires accessing resources that are
not otherwise available from the Internet. We have ourselves
seen such constraints not only in sensitive environments such
as hospitals and government agencies, but also in enterprises
using legacy software such as room reservation systems.
These constraints, however, have not prevented the adoption
of our digital signage solutions.

As apparent from Figure 3, our current implementation
of the management dashboard is minimalistic, without too
many bells and whistles. When the number of displays is
small, the information for all the displays being managed
by a single user is directly accessible on one page. We
do not believe in complex work flow management where
content would be approved before being uploaded. With the

explosion in the number of electronic displays, it would be
expensive to assign employees or to hire external contractors
to manage them. Our flexible signage management system
adapts to the needs of the users, scaling both up and down.
On the one hand, users are able to register to cloud service
accounts to manage their displays themselves. On the other
hand, organizations have the option to implement groups,
access control policies, and delegation as the need for it
arises. This would not only save costs but would also allow
users to start managing their displays with little overhead and
without having to initially rely on organizational processes.

One question that we are currently exploring is how to
describe and register the display feature set and its relation
to the installation context. Scaling non-interactive content to
varying display dimensions can be done entirely in HTML5.
However, it is necessary to also know contextual information
such as how far the viewers are from the display and whether
they actually can reach the touchscreen to fully exploit the
screen resolution or interactive features.

Another challenge is to implement access control for
displays. For entire displays, the access rights can be based
on ownership, delegation, and a simple role-based model.
However, when users share the same display and control
different time slots or subareas, the access control becomes
complicated [12]. Our current intuition is to leave such sub-
display access control to the content application, but that can
sometimes mean doubling the user accounts as well as the
management effort.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have built a flexible management system for cloud-
connected electronic displays such as digital signage. Mo-
tivated by an analysis of requirements collected from real
digital signage deployments in enterprise settings, we have
designed our management system by taking into account the
entire lifecycle of a display. Our system is able to scale up
from a few displays to several thousands. Our design philos-
ophy has been governed by the minimum common require-
ments irrespective of the user and the deployment scenario.
We have implemented this new management system as a
cloud service and relied on modern web technologies so that
it can be remotely accessed from a browser on any device.

We are currently investigating automated cloud-based
mechanisms to reliably derive the operational state of the
digital signs. We are also designing a role-based access
control method that allows different actors to securely access
the components of the systems they are authorized to interact
with, according to their credentials.
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